Joey & Kitty Class (1-2 years)
・ communicate with friends and teachers using
simple words and facial expressions
・ build self-recognition
・ feel comfortable in a group setting
・ enjoy spending time with friends
・ show care and sympathy towards things and people
・ develop awareness of their belongings
・ feel happy to accomplish their work

Koala Class (2-3 years)
・ learn to share, take turns, and respect friends’
properties
・ show care and sympathy towards friends and try to help
・ learn to take care of their things and others
・ build friendships and feel the joy of playing with
friends
・ adjust to changes of the environment
・ be proud of their own work

Armadillo Class (4-6 years)
Dormouse Class (3-4 years)
・ explore self-identification; their physical attributes, the
members of their family, and their own personal identity
・ practice the concepts of self-control
(ex. sharing, waiting for a turn, following directions, etc.)
・ promote further development of self-care
(ex. washing hands, bathroom skills, general hygiene, etc.)
・ foster ideas about teamwork and enjoy interacting and working
together with peers (ex. building a tower with a friend)
・ expand ideas about friendship, community and personal safety
・ be an independent learner; think independently and learn how
to solve issues on their own
・

・ interact positively with friends and teachers
・ build self-esteem and confidence to express their own ideas,
thoughts, and feelings to friends and teachers
・ listen to others’ opinions and appreciate the uniqueness and
difference in each other (ex. personality, culture, etc.)
・ show responsibility in performing daily jobs/ tasks
(ex. taking care of belongings, job helpers, etc.)
・ build curiosity and motivation to learn about the “big world”
and enjoy new challenges
・ be able to understand consequences and learn how to
negotiate when conflicts happen
・ participate in individual and group learning

